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Deadly outbreaks of diseases make headlines, but not at the start.Every pandemic begins small,

subtle, and in faraway places.When it arrives, it spreads across oceans and continents, like the

sweep of nightfall, killing millions, or even billions.BE PREPARED TO GET VERY, VERY

PARANOID.A new post apocalyptic medical thriller fiction series from author Bobby Akart (The

Blackout Series, The Boston Brahmin series and the Prepping for Tomorrow series). The events

depicted in The Pandemic Series are fictional. They are, however, based upon historical

fact._______________________________________________IN BEGINNINGS, book one of The

Pandemic Series, a deadly plague has been introduced across the globe by ISIS terrorists who are

waging the mother of all wars - the final jihad. Dr. Mackenzie Hagan, a disease detective and

epidemiologist at the CDC-Atlanta and Nathan Hunter, an off-the-books operative for the mysterious

Project Artemis within the Department of Defense, join forces to both identify the disease, but also

to locate its source.In THE INNOCENTS, book two of The Pandemic Series, ISIS terrorists

continued to wage the final jihad, infecting innocent people around the world. The highly contagious

form of the plague has been genetically modified - to be the perfect killer.In LEVEL 6, book three of

The Pandemic Series, the pandemic has hit a brick wall, but not because it&apos;s burned itself out.

Rather, it&apos;s running out of victims. Social distancing is the only way to avoid a gruesome fate.

Unfortunately, in a dystopian world where resources are scarce and scavenging is a way of life,

every moment away from where you live could result in your death from either the disease, or your

fellow man.This is an ingenious, inventive post-apocalyptic thriller about the threats we face from a

global pandemic, and the use of infectious diseases by terrorists as they wage jihad around the

world. Drawing on his unique talent to place the reader in a post-apocalyptic world, Bobby Akart

delivers an explosive page-turner that has you wondering - will there be a last patient?Note: The

Pandemic Series does not contain strong language. It is intended to entertain and inform audiences

of all ages, including teen and young adults. Although some scenes depict the realistic threat our

nation faces from a worldwide pandemic, and the societal collapse which will result in the aftermath,

it does not contain graphic scenes typical of other books in the post-apocalyptic genre.I believe

more of our young people need to lead a preparedness lifestyle. Studies show that our millennials

do not have any of the basic survival skills. By writing this series free of vulgarities and gratuitous

sexual innuendo, I&apos;ve intended it to be suitable for everyone.

Thanks._______________________________________________BOOKS IN THE PANDEMIC

SERIES:BEGINNINGS - Available NowTHE INNOCENTS - Available NowLEVEL 6 - Available

NowQUIETUS - Available Now_______________________________________________SPECIAL



DEDICATIONFinally, the Pandemic series is dedicated to the disease detectives, the shoe-leather

epidemiologists of the CDC&apos;s Epidemic Intelligence Service, who work tirelessly to keep these

deadly infectious diseases from killing us all. They are selfless, brave warriors, risking their lives and

the loss of their families in order to fight an unseen enemy more powerful than any bomb.
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Things about reading a Bobby Akart novel:1. The facts are spot on. Yes, this is an apocalypse

fiction novel, I can recheck his writing but why? It is correct.2. What a great teaching tool for

teachers, families starting out learning survival .3. Excellent storyline. I read it from start to finish in

one sitting. I can't tell the good parts because I would just be copying the entire book.4. I will say

this..... The true love story isn't Mac and Hunter. It is Tom and Janie. A testament that true loves last

forever and gets stronger and better with time.5. I hope you enjoy this book as much as I....if that is

possible.

Wow....this series will absolutely make you stop and think after it scares you to death. Bobby Akart



has again surpassed himself with this one in the Pandemic series. I found besides giving us a good

scare he goes right on making me laugh out loud but then by the end I felt like crying. It drags you

from one emotion to another. I can't wait for the next one and I've already pre ordered it.If you are

looking for a thrilling page turning story and you enjoy medical suspense then this series is for

you.After you finish this series and you've not read his Blackout series it's awesome too.

Here we are, 8 weeks into the Pandemic, and most of the worlds population is either sick or dead.

Supplies in shops are running low, people are beginning to realise just how bad it is. The president

is hunkered in his bunker but is becoming increasingly erratic, Level 6 is in full affect and life is on

the brink. Meanwhile Mac and Hunter are trying to get into a routine and Mac and her mum are

setting up a makeshift lab to try to find either a cure or a vaccine. Life in their little mountain retreat

is plodding along. Something happens and one of Mac's loved ones becomes infected, so it's a race

against time for Mac!This series is simply amazing. The attention to detail is phenomenal. I felt like I

was watching a documentary while reading and learned a lot!! The situations the characters find

themselves in was frighteningly real and you find yourself immersed in their story. You'll laugh and

cry along with them and just find yourself a part of their world. We get to see more of the characters

struggles in this as they try to survive.Character wise, what I love most about this series are the

characters. Mac is so smart and resourceful, her mum and dad are awesome and then there's

"billionaire batman" Hunter, who just rocks!! The characters are all well written and developed and

have made their way into my heart.There really isn't much else I can say about this because I would

spoil it for others so I'll just say that this series is one of my favourites and I highly highly

recommend it!! If you love medical thrillers or viral outbreaks then you will love this! Now this does

end on a massive cliffhanger but it's ok because I know book 4 is coming soon to audio and I

bought the ebook already!!! Go read it, you won't be disappointed!!!I have to say that at this stage, I

couldn't picture anyone else narrating this. Both the narrators were awesome and really read this

well. They captured the characters feelings perfectly and really brought the anxiety and heartbreak

of the characters to life.I was voluntarily provided this audiobook for free from the author, narrator,

or publisher. This in no way affected nor influenced my thoughts.

I was anxiously awaiting this book so I could continue to find out how Mac, Hunter and the rest of

the main characters were fairing in their battle against the plague. It did not disappoint me, in fact

once I started it I could not put it down, as I needed to read just one more bit before bed. I finished

at 3 am, and don't regret one minute of the extra staying up time. The only thing is, I sure wish



"Quietus" was out so I could see what happens next.There are surprises and a couple of new young

characters that need consequences for their actions. A couple of close calls with a family member.

And the research goes on by Mac for a vaccine against this plague.All I can say is this series has

engaging, smart main characters; a situation that you can see could happen way too easily. And I

recommend having time to read this book all the way through in one sitting. It is aggravating to put it

down.

If this 4 book series doesn't scare you out of your comfort zone panties, nothing will. I said I was

done after book 2, but Akart is quite a gripping novelist I finished this in 2 days, then pre-ordered

Quietus (book 4 of 4). His story telling comes right off today's news & is quite well researched. Just

one flaw & it only showed up in books 1&2. THERE IS NO "u" in Colombia.

This is the third of a four book series. The story has built up to peak where it can go "over the edge"

or slide gently to safety. I have my fingers crossed for the main characters but it seems they may

not all survive catastrophe. I'm looking forward to the final book of this series. I don't know how it

could top LEVEL 6, but it won't disappoint.

I am frustrated because I have to wait to read the final book in this series as it is not yet available. I

have only once experienced this much anticipation waiting for the next " Chapter" of a series. And

that was season 6 finale of TWD!! I still very much love this series, but I am not a patient person.

This book is very fast paced, filled with action and quite emotional at times. Mr Akart thank you once

again for a good read

Bobby Akart writes about a terror that is hard to wrap your head around, but you'll feel as if you're

right there, racing the clock with the good guys. People I will be worried about long after the final

page of the final book.
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